The City of Nizams, Hyderabad blends the best of the old and the new, the traditional and the modern. It is a
city where sleek skyscrapers and luxury hotels share space with heritage monuments and an eclectic mix of
communities ensures a vibrant culture. Once a centre of diamond and pearl trade, it is still referred to as the
'City of Pearls'. It is now a growing ITES and commercial hub.
Paying tribute to this pulsating new metropolis is the stylish and contemporary Trident, Hyderabad.
Located in the centre of the HITEC City and close to the Special Economic Zone, Trident, Hyderabad is
also well connected to the famous sightseeing destinations, shopping and entertainment hubs of the city.
The hotel blends the natural elements of height, light and space into its design. The 323 guest rooms and
suites, starting at a spacious 440 square feet, are amongst the largest accommodations in Hyderabad. The
rooms combine modern comfort with five star luxury and timeless good taste. The décor features all the
modern day amenities, like complimentary high speed Internet access for up to four devices, LCD
televisions and well-appointed working desks, essential for the contemporary traveller.
Trident, Hyderabad is located near Hyderabad airport and 18 kilometres from the railway station. The hotel
is also situated not far from the Charminar, Nizam’s Museum and Chowlmahalla Palace, amongst other
sights. Our concierge would be delighted to help you arrange a sightseeing tour and shopping trip during
your stay.
Whether you are looking for a leisure hotel in Hyderabad, booking a holiday with your family or your
friends, or even looking for a business hotel, Trident, Hyderabad hotel deals and hotel offers are curated to
give you the best value, meet your every need and create memories that will last a lifetime.
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